
   

Press Release 
GDPR: Right of access as damages trap 
(Stetten, 23.11.2017) The right of access in combination with the right to claim damages in GDPR can 
become a damages trap for companies. 

GDPR gives data subjects the right to ask any company, if personal data are processed. The controller 
has 30 days to answer. If answer doesn’t arrive in time, a lawyer can try to get the information for 
the data subjects. Damages come from the lawyer’s fees. If thousands of queries are filed this can  
result in a catastrophe.  

One issue while answering data subject inqueries is to „appropriately“ identify the requestor, to 
make sure he is no imposter. Another problem is that anyone can inquiry – no matter if data about 
him is stored or not. For some companies 90% of the inquiries may be from unknown persons. 

Not every company will have these problems. However well-known brands and industries like 
recruiters will face a real challenge. 

Even preparing for the problem is not easy. A central copy of all data is not as smart as it sounds. 
Creating a copy violates the principle of data minimisation in GDPR. The central repository is also a 
complex profile of the data subject. Generating these profiles is prohibited unless data subject 
agrees. 

Schindler IT-Solutions solved this Problem with „easyGDPR Enterprise“. EasyGDPR Enterprise 
implements a completely automated Data Subject Communication. We identify data subjects by 
email, telephone or digital signatures. We also developed a system to check if data is stored using 
anonymized data.The original data is never copied and the whole process becomes safe and easy. 
This solution protects exposed companies effectively from the “right of access damages trap”. 

Schindler IT-Solutions GmbH 
Schindler IT-Solutions GmbH implements database solutions since 1992.Our focus moved to BI, 
enterprise planning and predictive analytics in 2000. Since 2016 Schindler IT-Solutions GmbH uses 
the brand easyGDPR to develop and sell solutions to make implementing GDPR easy. 

We are at Big Data World Frankfurt at booth 1070 „EasyGDPR “. 
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